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Unsatisfactory 
(N/A)

Competent 
(N/A)

Proficient 
(N/A)

Distinguished 
(N/A)

#1 You are the
Curator 

25 %
Esperanza Spalding 

Images of 6 objects
labeled with the title,
artist, materials, and

date 

Song titles and
musicians 

Exhibition title with a
paragraph that

explains your theme

Unsatisfactory

There is little to no
evidence of a curated

show. 

You included less than
Images of 6 objects  

They are not labeled
with the title, artist,
materials, and date 

You don't have 3-6
Song titles and

musicians 

You did not include an
Exhibition title with a

paragraph that
explains your theme 

Competent

Your curating and
explanation reflect

some understanding
of curating on a

theme and  

You included Images
of 6 objects  

They are not labeled
with the title, artist,
materials, and date 

You have some but
not all Song titles and

musicians 

You included an
Exhibition title with a

paragraph that
explains your theme

but it is not an
element and principle
combination, or your
paragraph does not

explain your choices 

Proficient

Your curating and
explanation reflect a
good understanding

of curating on a
theme and  

You included Images
of 6 objects 

They are labeled with
the title, artist,

materials, and date 

You have 3-6 Song
titles and musicians 

You included an
Exhibition title with a

paragraph that
explains your theme. 

Distinguished

Your curating and
explanation reflect a
deep understanding

of curating on a
theme and 

You included Images
of 6 objects  

They are labeled with
the title, artist,

materials, and date 

You have 3-6 Song
titles and musicians 

You included an
Exhibition title with a

paragraph that
explains your theme. 

#2 Pattern Hunt 
15 %

#2: Pattern Hunt &
Immersion Room 

Observe and
document 4 patterns

from objects 
(photo or sketch) 

Create a pattern
using at least two
colors and two line

variations. 

*Selfie

-Fully answered
questions

Unsatisfactory

You did not Observe
and document 4

patterns from objects
(photo or sketch) 

You did not Create a
pattern using at least
two colors and two

line variations
(immersion room

selfie OR drawn by
hand if closed) 

You did not Fully
answer the questions 

Competent

You Observed and
documented less than

4 patterns from
objects (photo or

sketch) 

You Created a pattern
but did not use at

least two colors and
two line variations
(immersion room

selfie OR drawn by
hand if closed) 

You did not Fully
answer the questions 

Proficient

You Observed and
documented 4

patterns from objects
(photo or sketch) 

You Created a pattern
using at least two
colors and two line

variations (immersion
room selfie OR drawn

by hand if closed) 

You Fully answered
the questions 

Distinguished

You Observed and
documented 4

patterns from objects
(photo or sketch)

they are exceptionally
well documented. 

You Created a
distinctive, original

pattern using at least
two colors and two

line variations, 
(immersion room
selfie OR drawn if

closed) 

You Fully answered
the questions and
added details that

show depth of
understanding. 

http://www.irubric.com/


#3: You Are the
Designer - 

25 %
Joris Laarman Lab: 

-Fully answered
written responses to

BOTH questions 

-Cite sources

-Visual Brainstorm
Sketches for chair or

lamp 

-Touch screen Table-
Chair or lamp design

Unsatisfactory

You did not Fully
answer written

responses to BOTH
questions 

you did not Cite
sources 

There is no Visual
Brainstorm Sketches

for chair or lamp 

You did not create
Touch screen Table-
Chair or lamp design

and include a photo of
it 

Competent

You somewhat
answered with written

responses to BOTH
questions 

you Cited sources
vaguely 

Your Visual
Brainstorm Sketches
for chair or lamp are
without thought or

effort 

You created Touch
screen Table-Chair or
lamp design but did

not include a photo of
it 

Proficient

You answered written
responses to BOTH

questions 

you Cited sources 

There are Visual
Brainstorm Sketches

for chair or lamp 

You created Touch
screen Table-Chair or

lamp design and
included a photo of it 

Distinguished

You fully answered
written responses to
BOTH questions with

detail 

you Cited sources
completely 

There are Visual
Brainstorm Sketches
for chair or lamp that

are creative and
dynamic 

You created Touch
screen Table-Chair or

lamp design and
included a photo of it 

#4: At-Home
Design Experience 

25 %
Written prep-

answered questions in
full 

-Photo of room

-Research

-Design

Unsatisfactory

You did not complete
Written prep-

answered questions in
full 

There is no Photo of
your room 

You did not do
research on an art

movement 

You did not do a
furniture design

inspired by voxels 

Competent

You partially
completed Written

prep-answered
questions  

There a Photo of your
room but it's unclear
how furniture design

would fit there 

You did minimal
research on an art

movement 

You did a furniture
design inspired by

voxels that was quick
and without thought 

Proficient

You completed
Written prep-

answered questions 

There a Photo of your
room  

You did research on
an art movement 

You did a furniture
design inspired by

voxels 

Distinguished

You completed
Written prep-

answered questions
fully  

There a Photo of your
room  

You did extensive
research on an art

movement 

You did an
exceptional furniture
design inspired by

voxels that show the
voxels clearly 

Ticket 
5 %

Unsatisfactory

You lost your ticket. 

Competent

You lost your ticket
but have other

evidence that you
were at the museum. 

Proficient

You have a photo of
your ticket included in

your packet. 

Distinguished

Your original ticket is
clearly displayed in

your packet. 

Craftsmanship 
5 %

Overall clarity,
organization, labeling,

and neatness

Unsatisfactory

Packet is messy and
shows smudge marks

and rips, tears, or
folds. You did not

type your responses.
It is unorganized and
difficult to tell which

section is which. 

Competent

Packet is somewhat
messy and shows

either smudge marks
or rips, tears, or

folds. You typed some
of your responses.
Some sections are
labeled, some are

not. 

Proficient

Packet is neat and
organized shows very

little evidence of
smudge marks, rips,
tears, or folds. You

typed your
responses. The
presentation is

organized. 

Distinguished

Packet is impeccable
and shows no

evidence of smudge
marks, rips, tears, or

folds. It is typed,
organized, and clearly

labeled with each
section. It is visually

dynamic. 




